REUSABLE, NEXT GENERATION RESPIRATORS

PROTECTING FRONTLINE STAFF FROM AIRBORNE CONTAMINANTS

- Lightweight
- No belts or hoses
- Highest protection
- Reusable
- No Fogging
- IP Rated 66
- Smart AirSensit™ Technology
- NIOSH & CE approved

REQUEST A DEMONSTRATION
sales@cleanspacetechnology.com

WWW.CLEANSPACETECHNOLOGY.COM
CLEANSPACE® HALO

CS3020
CLEANSPACE HALO
POWER SYSTEM INCLUDES:
POWER UNIT
HEPA FILTER
HEAD HARNESS
NECK SUPPORT
CHARGER
CARRY BAG
(EXCL. MASKS)

CS3003
H/M SMALL
CS3004
H/M MEDIUM
CS3005
H/M LARGE

CLEANSPACE HALF MASK

CLEANSPACE FULL MASK

CS3006
F/M SMALL
CS3007
F/M LARGE

ACCESSORIES

CS3008
CLEANSPACE HALO HEAD HARNESS FOR HALF MASK (NON-FABRIC)

CS3009
SMALL
CS3010
MEDIUM
CLEANSPACE HALO NECK SUPPORT (NON-FABRIC)

CS3011
CLEANSPACE HALO CLEANING & STORAGE PLUG

CS3012
PARTICULATE FILTER HEPA STANDARD, 3/PK

CS3013
CLEANSPACE HALO ID PANELS, 6/PK*

CS3014
CLEANSPACE HALO STATION CHARGING & STORAGE CASE (FOR 8 UNITS)

CS3015
CLEANSPACE HALO MASK ID BADGES, 10/PK*

CS3022
PAF-0025
CLEANSPACE HALO ADAPTOR FOR QUANTITATIVE FIT (PORTACOUNT) TESTING

CS3025
PAF-1024
CLEANSPACE CAR CHARGER

PAF-1100
CLEANSPACE BATTERY CHARGER
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